Reading
This term we are going to be reading ‘Great Women Who Changed The World,’ by
Kate Pankhurst, who is a descendent of Emmeline Pankhurst. She has created this
wildly wonderful and accessible book about women who really changed the world.
Each week, we will be focusing on a different reading strategy to develop our reading
skills. Some of the reading strategies we will be focusing on are:
-

Prediction
Clarifying
Questioning
Summarising
Inference
Making Connections
Evaluating

Writing
Maths
Week 1 – We will be revising our knowledge of place value and
addition/subtraction by taking part in math-based games.

In English, pupils will use ‘The Write Stuff’ approach, to build texts by
carefully creating a series of sentences, using different ‘lenses’. So our
focus this term will be basics, punctuation and sentence structure.

Week 2/3 – We will be learning about addition and subtraction across 10,
building on our fluency to 10 to aid the addition of 3 numbers.
Week 4 –We will be focusing on the different ways you can partition 100 such
as using 10’s, 20’s, 25’s, 50’s and 100’s, using number-lines and dienes.
Week 5 – We will be learning multiple ways to represent three-digit numbers
up to 199, using a variety of resources. We will use this to help us when
working with sums of 10 more or 10 less.
Week 6 - We will be revisiting how to measure length using cm and metres,
to aid conversion across the two measurements.

In writing, as part of our non-fiction unit, we will be writing a
biography based on a woman from the book ‘Great Women Who
Changed the World’.
For our fiction unit we will be writing a story. We will explore the plot
points of our story. We will continue to develop our writing skills by
focusing on different writing techniques during our sentence stacking
lessons. We will then complete a final independent piece of writing.

Week 7- We will be focusing on rounding to the nearest 100, using our prior
knowledge of counting in 10’s and 100’s.

PE

Science

In PE, we will be focusing on co-ordination in footwork to
master skills needed for a variety of sport and leisure
activities.

In science, we will introduce Animals including humans (nutrition, muscles, skeleton)
and we will be revisiting our forces and magnets topics. We will be checking our
understanding of key vocabulary and recapping our understanding of fair testing and
carrying out scientific investigations.

Art & Design Technology
Our focus is Eating Seasonally: we will be learning how
different fruits and vegetables grow in different climates and
how seasons can affect the availability of select food. This will
lead up to the design of our own tarts.

Geography/History
This term we will be learning about counties and regions of the UK. We will be
identifying counties and regions by locating them on a map and by understanding the
differences between counties and regions.

Computing
The unit we will be studying is ‘Journey inside the computer.’
The focus of this unit is knowing how computers work and to
develop a better understanding of how to instruct them to
achieve the desired result.

Music

MFL

In music, the children will be creating
compositions in response to an animation.

Throughout this term, we will be
learning how to introduce ourselves
and forming simple conversations in
Spanish.

PSHE

RE

Our focus is to identify how we can help create a safe and
stimulating learning environment and how we can support
and welcome new arrivals into our school. We will be learning
about trusted adults and who we can go to for support.

In RE, we will be learning about
the Amrit Ceremony and the
Khalsa.

Important Dates
PE days – Monday and Thursday
Term ends – 21st October 2021 at 3.15pm

